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Now, this is the disease of our century.
The asleep Western man, Whites in their own jewish dream, so many things they just can't "Believe". They cannot "Believe" that 12 grown men of the very good eastern mudders, rape kids less
than 10 years old upon a bus, not caring about a thing. They can also not believe that jews are trying
to get them to extinction. They do not believe that our people must survive, either. Many also "can't
believe" that they are hailing a jew all along, named "jesus", who was imposed on the blood of our
murdered wives, toddlers and countries, by the jew.
And no, the atrocities like above won't stop by you being a cuck and selling out your race, countries
and people, or by giving these people a "green light" to continue this existential decadance to the
point they destroy their own people and Race as well. By giving this green light, you are allowing
multiplied chaos, destruction and pain emerge upon this world, now and for all eternity. And yes,
YOU are responsible for it. Even lack of choice, is a choice.
Other's can't believe that their little "stable" life can so easily be brought into destabilization, that it
must collapse in a day or so, or that their "lovely" neighborhood, might become a chaos hole one
day. They also, "Can't believe" that other people can be so evil, enough to just want to slaughter women for being women, and have only one idea of raping them to death in mind. Hasn't it occurred
that the majority of the people whom you "respect", wouldn't give one buck if you were dying and
bleeding on the street, while you, you give everything for them, only to raise them up and they stab
you on the back? Because that's what the Truth is, the majority of such can't see this in any other
way now. Can you also believe that the only way for this to stop happening and change, is through
your OWN survival, which is the only way this decadance can defeated, so that Humanity rises above all this crap once and for all?
You know how to hear the tears of all these sorry beings, but not of your own people. But I will reveal to you just another Truth. The good parts of these people would never shed crocodile tears, and
we are just dealing with the mud and worse of them. The Great people of these Races are elsewhere, fighting to elevate their Race, because they know their purpose, and not in the way of "Jihad".
Like a good father, they don't give their children to the nursery, but they go against all efforts to raise their kids themselves. Because in all decent people behaviors are different than these which you
have learned to respect, White man.
These people just exploit you and gain advantage of off you. They are busy taking "selfies" on your
borders, their pockets are full with jewish money, and many of them come to rape, roll and Jihad
you out of existence. The worthy parts of these people don't even get any help, and they die in their
teenage years in the Wars of the Jews in the Middle East and elsewhere, or die like worker slaves,
or they are decent Human beings at least. But, fuck the tears of your Race, and the dead of your Race, or what help the members of YOUR Race may require. Because after all, the jew told you to give them up first. Because they breed more of like you: A caring and considerate being, that can
mean the end of what the jew wants- Global slavery.

Everyone knows the crap presecution stories of all Races on the planet, but just who knows or ever
mentions the White Race. Everyone knows the "demo" crap and the other hololol tears about the
"Presecuted" and "Sorry ones" (Who happen to be 85%+ of the total world world population by
now, yes of course, because they are going extinct after all and they need to cry about it), who with
the jewish eulogies teach you all this crap so that you will die and perish, like you never existed. Its
because of course, we aren't meant to be "Racist", because we are Whites. On the meanwhile, others
have "Justification" for enslaving our women, abusing them, attacking them, destroying our Nations
and anything else, because of course, they have a presecuted story to pull.
A story for them is enough. Millions of dead of our OWN people who have been used like war cattle for the jewish demands, like in USSR and Europe, in World Wars and elsewhere, of course, all
fall in vain. A story is just enough. Blood feeding the soil everyday, destruction of your whole Race,
the perishing of your culture, can't compare to this "Story" of theirs, am I right?
But our Race after countless centuries of constantly being waged war to extinction, Civil wars and
anything else, all instigated by the jews, of course, no "Justification" for us. Somehow we don't deserve this divine jewish mandate. And of course, we shit on it and we never needed it anyway. If
anything, even this, the jew was able to create by leeching on the backs of OUR people. Not anyone
else's. For the jew, billions of tons of White blood are never a justification either. When the people
you treat with altruism see the pictures of your dead daughters, they laugh until they can go no more, bragging they did this to you. When you see their children in your "borders" though? So the jew
keeps writting... Based on pseudoscience and sheer emotionalism, which is nothing of an array of
manipulated emotion, but pure jungle deception so that you will lower all your defences and go kill
yourself, because your enemies are too afraid to oppose you straight up.
The jews are the ones making all your rules, justifications, arguements, but also HOW these arguements are shaped, and how you think. NO, not because you were weak, but because you yourself
did choose to accept them. Its only a choice distance until they fall again below your feet, but you
must defeat this weakened version of yourself first, while keeping in your mind our purpose to
exist: To enliven and beautify this world.
You just can't believe, but reality will not ask if you believe in what things are or not. But, Western
Whites, what you "believe" is nothing based upon reality, history, Truth or anything. Its just based
upon what the jews told you about existence since you came out of your mother's womb. You can't
believe either that Whites may be going extinct in 40 years, and that (if you exist) will never see a
White face again. You also cannot believe that this will never be reversed, unless we consciously
act about it? You can't believe that Whites will actually, go EXTINCT and that Muds will take your
countries, with the jews, WITHOUT war, but Demographic uprising and then, "elections"? Can't
still believe that Hitler was a Good guy? Or too much hollywood and "muh feels" get in the way,
still? That all you have been taught all along, was a pile of trash, and that nobody loves you more
than the people of your own Race?
After all, who controlls these so called "Feelings" and "Evaluations" you make. Oh, excuse me, not
you. Its the jew. Do you believe though you can live WITHOUT the jews, and without all their decadance in the social, economic, political and cultural sphere? Because at once point we believed
and we did it, that's why. Meanwhile, the above has also happened.
Do you also struggle to believe, that all people, if we fail, will be enslaved and subjected for all
eternity? Is it also so much of a struggle to believe that the jew wants to kill each and every one of
us? I suggest you pay close attention to nature or something. The lake in your local city, yes, it can
be pissed by somali migrants and shitted on, until it becomes like a feces and garbage toilet, that

will never exist again. Your little children *CAN* get raped, its possible. Your women *CAN* still
be sold as slaves. Your "stable economy" can become in the matter of weeks into a total disaster,
you begging suddenly for food. The jew never sleeps and they attack you everyday. The media and
anything else, is controlled by them.
Now, all the above never was a matter of belief. There is something more into this though. I give
you something new to believe in, that is rooted both in reality, in history and in nature. We can prevail over this. We can win against all of this and set this world in order, so that all you cannot
"Grasp" or "Believe" will not happen again, neither for us or anyone else. The only thing you must
believe in is Victory, and also make this happen at all costs.
But I have both good and bad news. Reality will NOT wait for you to "believe" or come in terms
with the situation, so you better come on terms fast. Reality will also not forgive us, for not taking
on our role to help ourselves and others escape this jewish slavery and danger. Its either- or. The
good news are, is that we can succeed on this and if our people wake up, we will succeed and prove
victorious over the enemy. Then actually people, not only our own, but all over the world, they will
be able to escape the jewish chains and move onto something greater than ever before.
Better reconsider your "beliefs" fast. If you have any respect for yourself, your White people, for
the whole world so that people will not end up as slaves of the jews, and for the decent people in other Races that will be consumed into nothingness forever, aside all other living life on the planet, I
urge you to wake up AT ONCE. Like, RIGHT NOW. At least those who will listen, they will understand, and they will be enough. We don't need anyone, and certainly not the slaves of the enemy. We
need revolutionaries, and not victims. The whole world is at stake.
You better start believing...And get off the high horse.
There is no choice of staying on the back. To give one's self up, one will meet with the inevitable result of internal and external destruction, and with the stupidity of not ushering their powers to bring
this world in a greater condition. You can pinpoint this down to pure egotism, or pure love for Humanity, or our people, whatever justifies it for you. But this struggle is what it is in reality. And it
must be carried for all of Humanity.
I will tell you the two things you do wrong in the eyes of the jew: You haven't perished yet, and you
aren't leaving them get their way with global slavery.
The above are the sole reasons you are being pulled off all this emotional hemo democrap. Nothing
else.
Oh, one last "Sin" you have on you, is that you can actually STOP them.
One more: You can REVERSE THIS. This is the greatest one, and the one you too have committed
again and again in the past. These are the sole reasons we are being attacked like this. Nothing else,
nothing existential, not because we are evil or ever were.
Do you grasp this now and undestand this? Great.
I know that inside all the people of our Race, does rest a purpose to help others and elevate them,
same as our own people, and ourselves. I will *NOT* let up on this purpose, I will not betray it as I
never had, and I will defend it to the bitter fucking end and furthermore. So here I stand, for my
Aryan people. Entirely convinced. We must do this and its either- or.

What about *YOU*?
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

